Country: Philippine Islands.
Locality: Davao Gulf, Mindanao.
People: Bagobo.

Name: Umpak: Woman's red waist with blue arms. The shoulder, arm bands and waist are decorated with patchwork and embroidery. Four bands of white beads on each shoulder. On the red body of the garment are:


F. C. Cole, Collector.

Notes: * peculiar red designs. Such a garment would only be worn by a woman. (a) 20 

Width Length Height Price £ 4.20
Weaver or a woman otherwise under the care of the more powerful spirits. Such cloth is the special head covering of the Magani (See notes) — men who have acquired note by taking human lives.

For notes on the dyeing of this cloth see No. 128786. See also note on 128788.